
Reading
Whole Group
Instruction
with Emphasis on
Social Studies

Name: Hilary Tate Week of: 8/22-26/2022 Grade: 1st

Resource: Monday
What are Rules and
Laws?

What Are Rules …

Tuesday
David Goes to School

CHECK DAVID'S…

Wednesday
Officer Buckle and
Gloria
📚 Officer Buckle…

Thursday
Howard B.
Wigglebottom Learns
to Listen

Listening Better L…

Friday
Laws for Kids

Laws For Kids

Lesson Set Up
Prior/background
knowledge; reason it’s
important

Do you know what a
rule is?
Do you know what a
law is?

Why are rules
important?

Why are laws
important?

What happens when
we do not follow a rule?

What happens when
we do not follow a law?

Focus TEKS
[No more than 2;
include number,
verb, and descriptor]

SS Grade 1 10
Government. The
student understands
the purpose of rules
and laws. The student
is expected to: (A)
explain the purpose
for rules and laws in
the home, school, and
community; and (B)
identify rules and laws
that establish order,
provide security, and
manage conflict.
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SS Grade 1 10
Government. The
student understands
the purpose of rules
and laws. The student
is expected to: (A)
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Student friendly
objective
Do not change verb.

I can explain what
rules and laws are
used for.
I can identify rules and
laws.

I can explain what rules
and laws are used for.
I can identify rules and
laws.

I can explain what rules
and laws are used for.
I can identify rules and
laws.

I can explain what rules
and laws are used for.
I can identify rules and
laws.

I can explain what rules
and laws are used for.
I can identify rules and
laws.

mailto:hilary.tate@newtonisd.net
https://youtu.be/Rbwj9DOBIt4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QzFes0wAVnQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QH0o5XT6cls
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HH0rQiwKtSs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PhUk1gp_zZE


Vocabulary:
● High frequency
● Vocabulary

HF:
Rules
Laws
School
Community
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Learning Activity:
[How to teach focus
TEKS; use TE page
numbers/brief
description.]

I Do

TTW create T-Chart
with Rules and Laws
headers.  TTW will
ask the question
“What are some
rules?”

TTW will review the
definition of rules
(Rules tell us what we
can and cannot do to
keep everything fair
and everyone safe.
Rules can be made by
anyone.) Introduce the
rules at school chart.

TTW will review the
definition of laws (Laws
are rules that everyone
must follow in a
community. Laws
protect people and the
things they own. Laws
are created by people
we elect into our
government.) Introduce
laws in the community
chart.

TTW will review the
differences between
rules and laws.
Introduce the Rule or
Law chart.

TTW will review the
differences between
rules and laws.

We Do TSW give answers to
the question “What
are some rules?”

Together the T and SW
list 1 school rule and
why it is important.

Together the T and SW
list 1 law and why it is
important.

Together the T and SW
decide if the first
answer on the chart is
a rule or a law.

N/A

Think/Turn/Talk
prompt
[Must relate to focus
TEKS]

T/T/T to partner about
“What are some
laws?”

T/T/T to partner about
another school rule and
why it is important.

T/T/T to partner about
another law and why it
is important.

T/T/T to partner about
the next anser on the
chart. Is it a rule or a
law?

N/A

Independent Practice
You Do

TSW share their
answers about laws.

TSW share their
answer and complete
the chart for rule 2.

TSW share their
answer and complete
the chart for law 2.

TSW share their
answer and complete
the rule or law chart.

Rules/Law Test

Lesson closure
[academic
conversation/restate
objective]

Ask students to
restate in their words
what a rule is and
what a law is.

Ask students to restate
in their words why rules
are important.

Ask students to restate
in their words why laws
are important.

Ask students to restate
in their words the
difference between a
rule and a law.



NOTES:


